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iDynamics Commissions
This app, designed for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business central, lets you set, follow and settle sales commissions for your sales force. It can
be installed from AppSource for free, with all features enabled for any demo company.
The app handles both direct commissions, generated as soon as a sales document is posted/collected, and commissions based on sales
targets, generated depending on the sales achieved by each salesperson within a date period. iDynamics Commissions has been designed
to be the most flexible and complete commission management solution for Business Central, while also being the most user friendly and
easy to use.
Here you will find all the information needed to setup and start using iDynamics Commissions. If you are a partner or customer that needs
to extend the app, you will also find useful information in the Developers chapter.
If this is the first time that you use the app, we encourage you to follow the short tutorial on the first steps chapter, so that you get an
overview of the basic concepts required to use it.
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First Steps Get a global view of the app and learn its fundamentals.

Setup General setup parameters for the app.

Direct Commissions Setup commissions for items so that they automatically apply when a sales is posted.

Sales Target Commissions Setup commissions based on sales targets for a date period.

Split Commissions How to split commissions for a document across several salespeople.

Sales Learn how to customize commissions for a particular sales document.

Settle Commissions How to settle commissions for each salesperson.

Reports The app offers several reports with which to analyze every detail of the generated commissions.

Commission Entries Learn about the commission entries generated by the app.

Permission Sets Details the different permission sets available and what features can be used by each of them.

Developers Info for partners and developers that want to customize the app.

Changelog What's new in the last version of the app.

FAQ Frequently Asked Questions.

Support Support and contact information.
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